morph but the ability of the flying morph to colonize new habitats: in a heterogeneous environment frequency-dependence occurs at the meta-population scale, with local short-term advantage going to the flightless morph but the longer-term advantage shifting to the flying morph because only this morph can colonize new habitats [17] . In the case of wing dimorphism in crickets, the flightless males have an advantage over the winged males in that they can divert energy required to build and maintain the flight apparatus into calling, which is the means by which males attract females. Ability to disperse in invertebrates may reside not only in flight ability but in variation in other forms of locomotion as in the case of the mite R. echinopus that was studied by Tomkins and colleagues [1] . In this case, dispersal is accomplished by walking and the two morphs, a 'fighter' male morph and a 'scrambler' morph, are unequally equipped in this respect, the scrambler being a better disperser. On the other hand, the fighter morph, as its name implies, is equipped to displace the scrambler morph and in a head-on-head interaction typically obtains more copulations. Because the scrambler morph is better able to locate females in a complex environment, its fitness is increased in such environments and selection favors a change in the switch point such that the frequency of scrambler males is increased over time.
While the genetic architecture and physiological pathways underlying threshold traits may be complex [7, 19, 20] A new study has found that individuals who were rewarded while they learned a motor task performed it much better one month later than those who were punished or received nothing. Long-term memories depend on events experienced during learning.
John Rothwell
We can learn something because we enjoy doing it, or because we are frightened of punishment for being unsuccessful. Teachers know that both approaches work, but which memories stay with us for longer? A surprising, but perhaps reassuring conclusion from the work of Abe et al. [1] , reported recently in Current Biology, is that rewarded learning stays with us better than learning through punishment. Perhaps a case of spare the rod to benefit the child?
Abe et al.
[1] studied motor learning: volunteers moved a small blue box on a video screen by changing the force with which they pinched a transducer between finger and thumb. When a larger red box appeared they had to keep their smaller box within its outline as it moved smoothly up and down. On the first few trials the volunteers could not manage to keep up. However, since the movement repeated itself on each trial, they eventually got better and better the more they practiced. After 80 trials, they had a short rest and then were tested immediately afterwards on the same task. Learning in this type of task can be defined as the improvement in tracking accuracy in these evaluation trials over and above performance in the initial trials.
The experiment had a clever twist so that Abe et al. [1] could test the effect of reward and punishment. One group of subjects received monetary reward after each trial depending on how well they had performed; in contrast, a second group were given money at the start of the training period but on each trial they lost money according to how badly they had performed. Values were arranged so that, on average, all volunteers ended up with about $40. A third group was not rewarded or punished on any trial, but simply received $40 for participating. Money was only given for the 80 training trials, but not on any of the subsequent evaluation trials.
Despite the rewards and punishment, learning in the three groups was the same immediately after the practice. However, when they were tested again at 6 hours, 24 hours and 30 days later, although all groups were considerably better than at the start of training, the group that had received rewards during training outperformed the other two groups by a wide margin. What had happened was that the performance of the control and punishment groups declined as time passed, whereas that of the rewarded group got better (even though they were no longer practising). Thus, learning with reward led to better long-term retention, and even improvement, of the tracking skill.
Learning in this sort of task is conventionally divided into three phases: acquisition, consolidation and retention [2] . Acquisition occurs during practice of the task whereas consolidation refers to the stabilisation of skill immediately after practice, so that it becomes resistant to interference by other tasks. The final phase is retention, which forms a long-term and interference-resistant storage of the memory. At a neuronal level, these phases correspond to different stages of plasticity in the synaptic connections between neurons. This begins with an early stage where changes in connection strength are made quickly but can be undone equally quickly, to a late stage of almost complete stability. At least part of the first stage occurs in synapses in the motor cortex [3] , but later stages may well involve synapses spread over many parts of the central motor system. But how can rewards that are given only while individuals are practising continue to have effects on retention so many days/weeks later?
We have a good deal of information about the role of reward and punishment in the initial acquisition of skill [4] , but only a few studies have examined their effects on long-term retention [5] . Reward is associated with an increase in dopamine release from neurons in the midbrain that innervate many parts of the motor system, including cerebral cortex and striatum. Dopamine release at these terminals is thought to be able to potentiate synaptic transmission at glutamatergic synapses and form an anatomical substrate of the motor memory [6] . Recent work in rat hippocampus suggests that dopamine released during learning continues to influence synaptic strengthening up to 24 hours later, persisting for days and weeks later [7] . It seems that if dopamine is present during the initial stages of synaptic strengthening, later consolidation and retention are improved. If this reasoning can be transferred to motor learning, then the long-term superiority of the rewarded group in tracking performance may be explained by the 'offline' influence of reward/dopamine on memory.
Why does punishment fail to give similar effects? The mechanism of the effect of punishment in memory formation is less well understood than that of dopamine. One effect is to reduce dopamine transmission, and in some models, this operates through the D2 dopamine receptor system (as opposed to the D1/D5 system implicated in reward) to increase suppression of inappropriate responses [8] . However, only increases rather than decreases in dopamine have been shown to have long-term effects on plasticity. Punishment can also increase activity in the serotonin system but its effects on motor learning are unclear [9] .
The experiments in the paper of Abe et al. [1] were not designed to answer such questions about mechanism. However, the results are remarkably provocative. Indeed, if they can be extended beyond the simple motor learning task studied, and if the mechanism can be more fully understood, they may influence thinking in fields from psychology to sociology. 
Oogenesis: When Most Is Good Enough
In male meiosis an unaligned chromosome blocks meiotic progression. However, oocytes with one or more misaligned chromosomes can complete meiosis. This difference reflects a more permissive role of the spindle assembly checkpoint, rather than solely reflecting the ability of some univalents to adopt a meiosis II-like orientation on the spindle.
R. Scott Hawley 1,2
When a cell divides it is at best poor housekeeping to leave a chromosome or two behind. This is certainly true for somatic cell division (mitosis) but perhaps even more critical for the cell division process that generates gametes (meiosis). The process of meiosis involves two sequential divisions: one in which two homologous chromosomes segregate
